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Abstra t
Mimeti nite dieren e (MFD) approximations of ontinuous gradient and divergen e operators satisfy a dis rete version of the Gauss-Divergen e theorem on
staggered grids. On the mimeti approximation of this integral onservation priniple, an unique boundary ux operator is introdu ed that also intervenes on the
dis retization of a given boundary value problem (BVP). In this work, we present
a se ond-order MFD s heme for seismi wave propagation on staggered grids that
dis retized free surfa e and absorbing boundary onditions (ABC) with same a ura y order. This s heme is time expli it after oupling a entral three-level nite
dieren e (FD) sten il for numeri al integration. Here, we briey dis uss the onvergen e properties of this s heme and show its higher a ura y on a hallenging
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test when ompared to a traditional FD method. Preliminary appli ations to 2-D
seismi s enarios are also presented and show the potential of the mimeti nite
dieren e method.
Keywords:

onditions.

A ousti waves, staggered grids, mimeti nite dieren es, absorbing

1 Introdu tion
For Earth models with simple geometry, nite dieren es (FD) s hemes have
been widely used for seismi wave propagation given its simple formulation,
easy implementation, and low omputational ost. A variety of staggered
grids (SG) have been employed on FD dis retization to a hieve a urate results on a ousti and elasti models, even with the in lusion of anisotropi
onstitutions [13℄. Some FD s hemes have adapted the traditional ghostpoint implementation of boundary onditions a ounting for ertain geometri al omplexities [4, 5℄. However, nite dieren e seismi appli ations still
suer from two main de ien ies: the numeri al treatment of boundary onditions is not systemati leading to ase dependent approa hes that may be
highly sensitive to instabilities or ina ura ies and the FD dis retization of
individual dierential operators present on a boundary value problem, leads
to a global s heme that do not ne essarily preserve the underlying physi al
prin iples.
A great improvement on nite dieren e dis retization is due to the extensive work on dis rete onservative operators developed in [6℄. Two modern
nite dieren e families on staggered grids omes from this pioneering work.
The rst one is based on the support operators, Divergen e D and Gradient G, both providing se ond-order a ura y at interior grid points, but
redu ed to rst order at domain boundaries. This method has been extensively applied to diusion, ele tromagneti , and vis oelasti problems even
on non-uniform meshes [79℄. The se ond onstru tion method of onservative operators presents dis rete D and G that exhibit se ond, fourth, and
even sixth order a ura y along all grid lo ations in luding boundaries. This
latter method is introdu ed in [10℄, and later reformulated in [11℄. For a systemati numeri al treatment of Neumann and Robin boundary onditions,
authors in [12℄ develop a new operator B to approximate boundary uxes of
a given ve tor eld. Thus, the numeri al solution of a given boundary value
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problem based on D , G and B , automati ally satisfy a parti ular dis rete
version of the fundamental Green-Stoke-Gauss Theorem. This remarkable
attribute allows the dis rete solution to preserve the onservation properties
fullled by ontinuous solutions. As a result, operators D , G and B , have
been referred as mimeti . Appli ations of the mimeti operators D and G to
a ousti and elasti wave propagation an be found in [1315℄. In the last referen e, an implementation of free surfa es (FS) on 3-D deformed grids allows
a ounting for realisti topography, and outgoing waves are damped thanks
to e ient absorbing boundary onditions. Another appli ations of D and
G on ern the fri tional propagation of shear ruptures on embedding elasti
media [16, 17℄. Even though these methods show a urate results on seismi
appli ations, their formulation la k of the boundary operator B , therefore
those are not mimeti s hemes.
Re ently, [18℄ proposed a new dis retization of the a ousti wave equation
on 1-D and 2-D domains based on the three mimeti operators D , G and B .
Spatial dis retization in [18℄ is limited to se ond order a ura y, but these
mimeti formulation and onvergen e analysis are easily extensible to the
ase of four-order s hemes, that are ommonly used on seismi modeling.
In this work, we review the methodology proposed in [18℄ and presents new
interesting appli ations in one and two dimensions.
This paper is organized in the following way: Se tion 2 presents formulations of the a ousti wave equation of seismi interest in 1-D and 2-D media.
Se tion 3 gives a brief review of 1-D mimeti dis retization operators. In
se tion 4, we dis uss the formulation of a fully mimeti method for a ousti
motion on 1-D and 2-D re tangular staggered grid. The ombined operator
DG approximates the Lapla ian at interior grid nodes, while BG allows the
implementation of free surfa e and absorbing boundary onditions at grid
edges. Remarkably, the operator BG also adds a signi ant ontribution
to the Lapla ian at grid points neighbors to boundary lines. A onvergen e
analysis of these s hemes are also dis ussed in this se tion. Se tion 5 presents
the appli ation of our 1-D mimeti method to a numeri al test that exhibits
strong gradients at edges, in addition to a omparison against a ghost-point
based nite dieren e s heme. Next (see se tion 6), two interesting 2-D
tests are given in se tion 6 where satisfa tory results are observed. The rst
test involves a homogeneous velo ity model, while the se ond one onsiders
a three-layered heterogeneous medium with horizontal strati ation. These
tests are used to assess the e ien y of Reynold absorbing boundary onditions [19℄ by omparing wave patterns under rigid boundaries. Con lusions
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and some guidelines for future works are given in se tion 7.

2 The a ousti wave equation
In this work, we model seismi motion by means of the a ousti wave equation
written in a se ond order dierential formulation. The mimeti dis retization
pro eeds on a staggered grid and for this reason the dis rete solution and its
spatial gradients are pla ed at dierent grid lo ations shifted by half of the
spa ing. This fa t renders higher a ura y to the staggered grid dierentiation as ompared to traditional nite dieren e methods based on nodal
grids.

2.1 1-D formulation
In a 1-D a ousti medium, the parti le displa ement satisfy the following
equation
2
∂2u
2∂ u
−
c
= f (x, t),
(1)
∂t2
∂x2
where c represents the wave speed and f (x, t) is the sour e term. In the
following se tions, we assume that x ∈ [0, a], t ≥ 0, and the initial ondition
= 0. We also onsider boundary onditions of the form
is u(x, 0) = ∂u
∂t

∂u
(0, t) = f1 (t),
∂x
#
"
∂u
∂u
(a, t) = f2 (t).
+c
∂t
∂x

(2)
(3)

In the ase when f1 (t) = f2 (t) = 0, Eq. (2) represents a free surfa e (FS)
Neumman-type boundary ondition, while Eq. (3) models outgoing waves
through x = a that Reynolds [19℄ denes as a rst order absorbing operator.

2.2 2-D formulation
In seismi appli ations, the propagation of primary (P) waves satisfy a multidimensional version of above formulation (1). In this work, we only onsider
the following wave propagation model on a 2-D re tangular domain

∂2u
− c2 ∇2 u = f (x, z, t),
2
∂t

(x, z) ∈ [0, a] × [0, b],

(4)
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where u represents the a ousti pressure. In this equation, ∇2 is the Laplaian operator, and similarly to the 1-D ase c and f denotes the wave speed
and the seismi sour e, respe tively. In this ase, we asso iate the re tangle
edges x = 0, x = a and z = b to arti ial absorbing boundary onditions,
and onsider the boundary z = 0 as a free surfa e. Thus,
!
∂u
∂u
(0, z, t) = 0,
−c
(5)
∂t
∂x

!
∂u
∂u
(a, z, t) = 0,
+c
∂t
∂x
!
∂u
∂u
(x, b, t) = 0,
+c
∂t
∂z
u(x, 0, t) = 0.

(6)
(7)
(8)

It is appropriate to note, that the free surfa e boundary (8) is given as a
Diri hlet ondition.

3 Review of 1-D mimeti dis retization
The mimeti nite dieren e dis retization of a boundary value problem
in the spatial domain pro eeds by substituting the ontinuous dierential
∂
operators gradient (∇), divergen e (∇·) and the normal derivative ( ∂~
) at
n
boundaries by the dis rete versions G, D , and B proposed in [12℄ and [10℄.
These mimeti operators satisfy the following approximation to the Green's
Identity
hDv, uiQ + hv, GuiP = hBv, uiI ,
(9)
with the weighted inner produ t h·, ·iA dened by

hx, yiA = xt Ay,

x, y ∈ Rn ,

where A is a positive denite matrix. In this ase, I represents the identity
matrix, Q and P are weight diagonal matri es whose elements agree with
the oe ients of mid-point quadrature and 38 Newton-Cotes quadrature,
respe tively. The above dis rete prin iple (9) holds be ause the boundary
ux operator is given by
B = QD + Gt P.
(10)
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The matrix representations of operators D , G and B depend on the disretization of s alar and ve tor elds u and v , respe tively. In the 1-D ase,
Castillo and ollaborators dis retized the domain [0, a] by using uniform ells
[xi , xi+1 ] with nodes xi = ih for i = 0, . . . , n and grid step h = na . This grid
be omes staggered by in luding the ell enters xi+ 1 = xi +x2 i+1 . Dis rete val2
ues of the fun tion u are onsidered at ell enters xi+ 1 in addition to the
2
boundary values at x0 and xn . Evaluations of the fun tion v are pla ed only
at grid nodes. For simpli ity, Figure 1(a) just depi ts the grid distribution
of dis rete u values whi h are olle ted in the ve tor ~u. Similarly, a ve tor ~v
allows storing evaluations of the eld v .

Fig. 1:

1-D staggered grid for dis retization of fun tion u using mimeti operators B , G and D . The operator L = DG is the Lapla ian disretization and F = BG arises from the approximation of boundary
onditions.

Numeri al dierentiation of u is omputed by G~u, whi h renders n +
1 approximations to du
at ea h grid node. In the same way, D~v yields
dx
dv
approximations of dx at the n ell enters. Se ond order a urate mimeti
gradient and divergen e operators are given by
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The rst and last rows of G orresponds to lateral dis retization of bound, whi h oin ide with the Taylor-based FD-SG sten ils. The
ary values of du
dx
remaining rows of G, as well as non-zero rows of operator D are given by the
lassi al staggered grid entral formula for dierentiation at interior mesh
points with a se ond order a ura y. Authors in [10, 11℄ onstru ted higherorder versions of these dierential operators and methods given in next se tion ould be easily be extended a ordingly. On the other hand, the mimeti
operator D exhibits rst and last zero rows to allow a onvenient a ommodations of Neumann or Robin boundary onditions, as we show in next se tion.
A ording to above expressions for D and G, the ux operator B follows
from Eq.(10)
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Noti e that the rst and last rows in B represent the outward normal
ve tor at grid boundaries, thus the same rows in the omposed operator BG
∂u
allows approximating ∂~
at these edges (denoted as F in Figure 1(b)). The
n
non zero interior rows of B add an important ontribution to the Lapla ian
approximation L = DG at the two nearest ell enters to ea h grid boundary
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(denoted as F +L in Figure 1(b)). The remaining zero rows in B do not ae t
Lapla ian al ulations at interior ell enters (as also shown by Figure 1(b)).

4 Mimeti nite dieren e s hemes for a ousti wave
propagation.
4.1 1-D ase.
Based upon the matrix stru ture of MFD operators given above, here we
present the dis rete iterative formulas that onform our 1-D s heme. Let
uki+ 1 denotes the dis rete pressure at time t = k∆t and ell enter xi+ 1 ,
2
2
where ∆t represents the time step. We apply standard entral dierentiation
in time and the MFD dis retization of Lapla ian Li+ 1 for i = 2, . . . , n − 2 to
2
write
k−1
− 2uki+ 1 + ui+
uk+1
1
i+ 1

 c 2 



−
+
.
(11)
=
∆t2
h
This equation represents the mimeti s heme at interior ell enters, but
grid points x 1 and x 3 require of using the following lateral mimeti approx2
2
imations for the Lapla ian
!
!
!
4c2
8c2
4c2 k
c
c
c
k
(L + F ) 1 =
u0 +
uk3 , (12)
−
− 2 u1 +
−
2
2
2
2
2
3h
3h
2h
h
3h
6h
!
!
!

 2
c
2c2 k
c2
c
c
c
k
k
u0 +
u1 +
−
− 2 u3 +
uk5 (13)
(L + F ) 3 =
2
2
2
2
2
2
3h
h
2h
6h
h
h
2

2

2

uki+ 3
2

2uki+ 1
2

uki− 1
2

After oupling these singular Lapla ian sten ils to the same three-step
time dis retization used before, the method update equations at ell enters
x 1 and x 3 are fully stated. Dis rete equations at xn− 1 and xn− 3 are anal2
2
2
2
ogous, so we omit them. A similar pro edure is followed at the boundary
point x0 where dis retization in spa e omes from the ontribution of both
the ux and gradient operators

F0 = −

8 k 3 k
1
u0 + u 1 − uk3 .
3h
h 2 3h 2

(14)

Lastly, the dis retization of the absorbing boundary onditions at node xn
(3), is given by using a step-forward dieren e for the time variable ombined
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to a similar dis retization of (14), with a sign hange given by the outward
normal at x = a.
A formal onsisten y and stability analysis of this mimeti s heme is given
in [18℄, and here we only dis uss some singular related fa ts. The dis rete
updating equations for both boundary onditions, as well as those applied
at enters xi+ 1 for i = 2, . . . , n − 2, present quadrati trun ation errors in
2
spa e. The spatial dis retization degrades to rst order only for the ases of
the Lapla ian approximations at x 1 and x 3 where Taylor expansions yields
2
2
to

(L + F ) 1 − c2
2

∂2u
1 ∂2u
1) =
(x
h
,
∂x2 2
8 ∂x2

(L + F ) 3 − c2
2

∂2u
1 ∂2u
3) = − h
(x
. (15)
∂x2 2
8 ∂x2

The study of trun ation errors at symmetri lo ations xn− 1 and xn− 3 is
2
2
analogous. Thus, our 1-D mimeti s heme is formally O(h). On the other
hand, a stability analysis under periodi boundary onditions and based on
the eigenvalue estimation of the ampli ation matrix
√ proved that this s heme
3
<
. As a referen e basis,
is stable for a limiting Courant value of c∆t
h
2
we also implement a traditional nite dieren e method based on the same
time dis retization and using the interior Lapla ian approximations at all ell
enters L 3 ,...,Ln− 3 (i.e., omitting BG interior ontributions and just leaving
2
2
the standard entral FD). However, we had follow Stri kwerda (se tion 8.2 in
[20℄) to implement the free surfa e ondition by adding the ghost or imaginary
ell enter x− 1 = − h2 to the 1-D staggered grid. Then, we use the interior
2
dis rete update (11) at x 1 with grid step h2 , and substitute imaginary u− 1 in
2
2
terms of u0 and u 1 by means of a se ond order average. Thus, the mimeti
2
al ulation at the free surfa e boundary (14) is now repla ed by

uk+1
− 2uk0 + u0k−1
0
=
∆t2

c
h

!2

h
i
4uk1 − 8uk0 + 4uk− 1 .
2

2

(16)

The remaining updating equations of this ghost-point based FD s heme
at lo ations x 1 ,xn− 1 , and xn are given in [18℄. This method is also formally
2
2
< 21 under same boundary ondiO(h), and presents a Courant limit of c∆t
h
tions, whi h reveals its higher stability restri tion ompared to the mimeti
nite dieren e method.
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4.2 2-D ase.
The extension of the mimeti mesh to 2-D or 3-D re tangular domains is
obtained as the tensor produ t of the one-dimensional grid in ea h oordinate
dire tion, after omitting the orner points. Figure 2 presents the 2-D grid
for the mimeti dis retization. The gradient operator is now a ve tor with
two omponents Gx and Gz , whi h are omputed at the mid point of the
four edges of every grid blo k, as depi ted in panel (a) with star symbols.
Thus, gradient omponents are also dened at boundaries along with the
dis rete solution u, and it is shown by ir les in panel (b). In addition, the
grid presents u values at the enter of every ell as illustrated by square
symbols. These grid lo ations also hold the evaluations of the divergen e
operator D , that is only dened at domain's interior as depi ted in both
panels. Finally, panel (b) presents grid lo ations of main operators of a
2-D mimeti dis retization. The implementation of boundary onditions by
means of the ux operator F = BG is arried out at ir les. The ontribution
of F is added to the Lapla ian L = DG approximation at near-boundary
(empty) square points. The omputation of the standard Lapla ian in nite
dieren e is performed at interior (lled) square enters.
Next, we present some details of the mimeti dis retization of the 2-D
wave equation (4) to (8). Without loss of generality, a ommon grid spa ing
h is assumed on both dire tions, and we onsider an uniform partition of
Nx × Nz ells of the domain D , with Nx grid intervals along the x axis, and
Nz grid intervals along the z axis. The time step is again denoted by ∆t.
On this grid, ukij is the numeri al approximation of u(xi , zj , tk ), and (xi , zj )
is one of the boundary or mid- ell points illustrated on Figure 2 in panel (b).
Be ause of the 2-D mimeti s heme is not a omplex generalization of the onedimensional ase, we only present the dis rete updating sten ils at ertain
mesh points. The rst three ases orrespond to al ulations at boundary
points and ell enters nearby. By symmetry and after a sign hange, the
ounterpart update equations at remaining edges and neighbor points an be
written in the same way.
(i) Node ◦: u(xi , zj ) for i = 0 and j ∈ { 21 , . . . , Nz − 12 },

uk+1
= ukij +
ij

c∆t
h

!"

#

− 38 ukij + 3uki+ 1 j − 13 uki+ 3 j .
2

2
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(ii) Node : u(xi , zj ) for i ∈ { 21 , Nx − 12 } and j ∈ { 12 , Nz − 21 },
k−1
uk+1
= 2ukij − uij
+ ∆t2
ij

4c2

+

3h2

−

c
6h

!

"

8c2
3h2

uki±1,j +

!

c
3h

−

!

c2
h2

c
2h

uki− 1 ,j +
2

uki,j+1 +

!

c2
h2

−

6c2
h2

!

uki,j

#

uki,j− 1 .
2

(iii) Node : u(xi , zj ) for i ∈ { 23 , Nx − 32 } and j ∈ { 52 , . . . , Nz − 25 },

uk+1
ij

k−1
= 2ukij − uij
+ ∆t2

+

c
3h

!

uki− 3 ,j +
2

c2
h2

"

c2
h2

!

−

c
2h

uki±1,j +

!

uki∓1,j +

c2
h2

c
6h

!

uki,j−1 +

−
c2
h2

4c2
h2

!

!

uki,j
#

uki,j+1 .

(iv) Node : u(xi , zj ) for i ∈ { 25 , . . . , Nx − 52 } and j ∈ { 25 , . . . , Nz − 25 },
k−1
uk+1
= 2ukij − uij
+
ij

c∆t
h

!2 "

#

uki−1,j + uki+1,j − 4ukij + uki,j−1 + uki,j+1 .

5 A 1-D onvergen e test.
The goal of this se tion is assessing the a ura y and empiri al onvergen e
of our 1-D mimeti s heme on a numeri al tests whose ontinuous solutions
exhibit signi ant gradients at x = 0. For omparison purposes, we also
solve this test using the ghost-point based nite dieren e method des ribed
in se tion 4.1. We set up initial and boundary onditions in the wave model
(1)-(3) in su h a way that the exa t solution orresponds to

u(x, t) = cos(2πx)[sin(2πt) + cos(2πt)]e−αx ,

(17)

and hoose x ∈ [0, 1] and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 as the problem's domain. Noti e that
α is the ontrol parameter for the mild solution boundary layer at x = 0.
Figure 3 depi ts the absolute L2 errors of both mimeti and traditional nite
dieren e solutions for sixteen grid sizes in the range n = 40 to n = 120 in
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jumps of ve, and using a ommon time step ∆t = 0.55h. In our experiments, we observe higher a ura y on mimeti results for α values above 25,
but we only show one representative ase orresponding to α = 37. Noti e
that the nite dieren e s heme yields a L2 error at the nest grid, whi h is
nearly the same a hieved by the mimeti s heme at n = 95. This represents
a 20% memory saving and also implies a redu tion on the omputing ost.
This omputational advantage is minor on oarser grids, and arises from the
faster (almost quadrati ) mimeti onvergen e. It is important to remark
that the formal O(h) trun ation errors of Lapla ian near-boundary mimeti
dis retization, do not ae t the pra ti al onvergen e on this hard problem.
On the other hand, the traditional s heme with a proven quadrati onvergen e delivers superlinear rates at the most. Convergen e rate (CR) give on
legend of Figure 3 orrespond to linear-square ttings of quantied errors.

6 Simulations on 2-D media
In this se tion, we present two numeri al tests where shallow point sour es
indu e seismi motion that we re ord on surfa e re eivers. The rst one is an
homogeneous squared medium, and the tests involves a three-layered re tangular model with horizontal strati ation. In both tests, we have used only
the new mimeti s heme under two dierent types of boundary onditions.

6.1 A homogeneous velo ity model
This numeri al test is based upon the resear h undertaken by Reynolds in
[19℄ where an homogeneous medium is perturbed by a Ri ker sour e lo ated
at 37m below the surfa e. This ross se tion is square with a lateral extension of 488m and onstant P-wave speed of 1500 m/s. Figure 4(a) shows
this simple Earth model, and Figure 4(b) depi ts the staggered grid used on
our numeri al al ulations. This grid is uniform with 500 × 500 total evaluations of the dis rete solutions. Wave patterns are re orded by one hundred
re eptors lo ated at the top of the model (free surfa e), ea h of them with a
separation of 5m from its neighbors.
On this model, we numeri ally solve two dierent boundary problems,
both with a free surfa e at the top edge. The rst problem onsiders rst
order Reynolds' absorbing boundary onditions at the bottom and lateral
edges, to model the expe ted behavior of seismi waves. The se ond problem
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repla es the absorbing boundary ondition by Rigid-wall onditions as a way
to assess the e ien y of the former absorbing te hniques. Seismi tra es of
the rst problem an be observed in Figure 5(a) where one an appre iate
only the arrival of the dire t wave triggered by the sour e point. On the
other hand, on solutions to the se ond problem ree ted waves arriving at
times 0.1s and 0.2s respond to the fa t that dire t waves boun e o of the
lateral walls whi h are shown in Figure 5(b).

6.2 A layered velo ity model.
This problem is based on the model given in [21℄ with variable wave speed
as shown in Figure 6(a). This earthbound model orresponds to a re tangular se tion with dimensions 300m long (horizontal dire tion) and 150m
deep (verti al dire tion). This ross se tion is splitted into three layers with
horizontal strati ation with speeds given in Figure 6(a). As is spe ied in
Figure 6(a), this region is overed by a uniform distributed staggered grid
with a total of 300×150 dis rete evaluations of the unknown solution (square
ells with 1m edge size). In this model, we use a point sour e lo ated at
the enter of the x dimension and near from the top boundary, generating
a signal whi h is later re eived by 100 geophones lo ated at the top of the
terrain and separated by 3m from ea h other. In order to study the behavior of ex ited waves, we analyze seismi tra es obtained in both boundary
problems used in the homogeneous ase (Figure 6(b)).
The seismi tra es orresponding to this boundary problem are show in
Figure 7(a). The rst wave obtained between initial time and 0.05s orresponds to the dire t wave generated by the sour e term. The primary wave
orresponding to the rst layer, whi h is lo ated 48m deep from the sour e,
has an arrival time of 0.077s. On the other hand, the arrival time of the
se ondary wave is 0.12s, whi h orresponds to the rebounds generated by
the ollision of rst wave with the multiple layers. Seismi tra es are in
onsisten y with [21℄. After 0.12s of simulation, seismi tra es shows little
ree tions as a onsequen e of the rst order absorbing boundary onditions.
With the purpose of ompare the ee tiveness of boundary onditions, we
have onsidered a se ond problem with Diri hlet type boundary onditions
based on expressions (8), and their tra es are show in Figure 7(b). The
simulation time in both problems is 0.15s and the time step is taken as
∆t = (0.55)h/cmax , where cmax represents the highest wave speed of the
model.
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7 Con lusions
We present a new numeri al s heme based on se ond order mimeti nite differen es to solve the seismi wave equation under a ombination of dierent
boundary onditions. A formal√ onvergen e analysis proves that the mimeti
s heme has an stability range 3 times larger than the limit of a traditional
nite dieren e method under the same boundary onditions. Respe t to the
same method, the mimeti s heme delivers more a urate numeri al results
that onverge almost quadrati ally to exa t solutions with extreme gradients
at boundaries. On 2-D seismi s enarios, the results of this mimeti s heme
are good and physi ally onsistent with expe ted wave patterns on both homogeneous and heterogeneous domains. Currently, absorbing boundaries are
based on the rst-order Reynolds operators, however we plan to enhan e this
implementation feature by using higher-order operators or related te hniques.
For future works, we also want to extend and apply the mimeti s heme to
three-dimensional seismi models.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 2:

2-D grid for MFD dis retization. A generi ell with al ulations
of Gx , Gz , and D is shown in panel (a). Panel (b) illustrates the
omputation of the ux operator F , L + F and the lapla ian operator
L.
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Fig. 3:
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Absolute L2 errors of MFD and traditional FD solutions to the 1-D
test problem des ribed in se tion 5 for α = 37. Fitted onvergen e
rates (CR) are given on orresponding legend.
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Fig. 4:
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(a) A homogeneous and square velo ity model. (b) Computational
region with a staggered grid. The star symbol represents the seismi
sour e point.

(a)
Fig. 5:

(b)

(a) Seismi tra es for absorbing onditions. (b) Seismi tra es for
Diri hlet onditions.
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Fig. 6:

(a) Velo ity model and geometry. (b) Computational region with a
staggered grid.

(a)
Fig. 7:
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(b)

(a) Seismi tra es for absorbing onditions. (b) Seismi tra es for
Diri hlet onditions.

